
Technical Content Writer

We are looking for a smart and eager to learn technical content writer. The job will primarily involve

writing technical content (blogs, articles, technical content, resources, white-papers, instruction

manuals, etc) on various topics related to Cyber Security and performing SEO Landing pages & handling

social media marketing content (video scripts, awareness posters, other social media posts)

Responsibilities: -

● Peer review technical documents for grammar, content, and style of writing.

●Write Script based on instructions and given resources.

● Conduct internet-based research on various topics related to IT Security

● Conduct competitive analysis on various topics related to IT security.

● Ability to work in teams and work under pressure.

Requirements: -

● Proven working experience in technical writing of software documentation.

● Ability to deliver high-quality documentation paying attention to detail.

● Excellent written skills in English.

● Strong working knowledge of Microsoft Office.

● Bachelor's degree or certifications in cybersecurity, computer science, or a related field.

●Minimum of 3-5 years of experience in cybersecurity content writing and competitive analysis.

● Strong knowledge of cybersecurity concepts and best practices.

Benefits of working with us: -

● Benefits of both the worlds - Enthusiasm & Learning Curve of a Start-Up, Deliveries & Performance of

an Enterprise Service Provider.

● Sky's the limit when it comes to learning, growth & ideas.

●We do not follow the typical corporate hierarchy ladder.

●Medical insurance, gratuity, and provident fund.

● As part of our dedication to an inclusive and diverse workforce, Kratikal is committed to Equal

Employment Opportunity without regard for race, color, national origin, ethnicity, gender, protected

veteran status, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, or religion.

About Us: - Kratikal Tech Private Limited is a leading cyber security firm that provides cyber security

solutions to 145+ Enterprise customers and 1825+ SMEs, belonging to different industries including

E-commerce, Fintech, BFSI, NBFC, Telecom, Consumer Internet, Cloud Service Platforms, Manufacturing,



and Healthcare. The company was founded with the aim of helping enterprises at a global level combat

cybercriminals using new-age technology-based cyber security solutions.

As of today, Kratikal has been awarded as the Top Cyber Security Startup at the 12th Top 100 CISO

Awards. Kratikal has launched four products, ThreatCop, KDMARC, and Threat Alert Button including

VAPT services. Apart from the products receiving several recognitions and awards, Kratikal has also

partnered with numerous renowned organizations worldwide...for more details visit our website

www.kratikal.com

http://www.kratikal.com

